An automated pulmonary nodule detection system is necessary to help radiologist to identify and detect the nodules at early stage. In this paper, a novel pulmonary nodule detection system is proposed using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) based on hybrid features consist of 2D and 3D Geometric and Intensity based statistical features. The lung volume is segmented using thresholding, 3D connected component labeling, contour correction and morphological operators. The candidate nodules are extracted and pruned based on the rules that are built using characteristics of nodules. The 2D and 3D Geometric features and Intensity Based Statistical features are extracted and used to train a Neural Network. The proposed Computer-Aided Diagnostic (CAD) system is tested and validated using standard dataset of Lung Image Consortium Database (LIDC). The results obtained from proposed CAD system are good as compared to existing CAD systems. The sensitivity of 96.95% is achieved with accuracy of 96.68%.
Introduction
The human body suffers from different diseases. The cancer is dangerous disease for human life. The generic types of cancer in human body are Bladder, Breast, Colon and Rectal, Endometrial, Kidney, Leukemia, Lung, Melanoma, Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma, Pancreatic, Prostate and Thyroid cancer. The more number of people is suffering and died from lungs cancer than any other cancer [1, 2] . The survival rate of lungs cancer patient is only 14% but it could be increased up to 50% if there is an early detection of lungs cancer [2] . The survival rate is significantly improved but there is need to increase this survival rate more than the current value. This should be done without opening the patient body. The task is performed after having inner view of the human body. The multiple methods are used to take the images from inside the body like X-rays, CT scans, MRI etc. The CT scan is most recommended method which produces the 3D images of the lungs. The obtained images are of not good quality. There is need of medical expert to give an opinion on the images obtained through the CT scans. The medical experts with same expertise are not available at every place. There is need of certain guidance for such medical experts. Even if medical experts are available, there are chances of human error due to resemblance of tissues, veins and small nodules presenting the image at the initial stage. To achieve this goal, the field of medical imaging introduced CAD (Computer-Aided Diagnostic) systems which help medical specialist to identify and categories the problem. The lesions are produced with different body parts which cause the cancer. Such lesions are referred to as nodule if they causes cancer, otherwise non-nodule. In the design of a CAD system, the main task is to segment the volume of particular body part, like lungs volume should be separated from the complete image so that we can keep our focus on the object of interests. The next task is to separate the objects in lungs volume which are not part of lungs. These objects are unwanted lesions. These unwanted lesions are potential nodules. The next step is to classify the potential nodules into nodules and non-nodule.
In proposed methodology, the 3D lung CT image is Thresholded; the background is removed from Thresholded image. The lung lobes contain holes those are filled using morphological operations. The contour correction is performed to include the juxta-pleural nodule. The candidate nodules are extracted using different levels of thresholding. The candidate nodules are pruned using rule based pruning method. The hybrid features are extracted from pruned candidate nodules and the feature vectors are formed using different features. The candidate nodules are Up-sampled to reduce the biasness. The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) classifier is trained using candidate nodules. The candidate nodules are tested and verified to classify as nodule and non-nodule using trained ANN classifier. The detail is given is later sections. In this paper, the literature review is presented in next section. Section III describes the proposed method which contains preprocessing phase to extract the lung region, candidate nodule extraction, candidate nodule pruning, Hybrid Feature Extractions, Candidate Nodule Up-sampling, and Classification using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). In Section IV, Results of proposed methodology are discussed in Result and Discussion section and the Conclusion section concludes all the work performed for proposed CAD system.
Literature Review
The lesions are detected automatically by scanning of the lungs. There are various methods to segment lung region, extract lesions and to classify these lesions as nodule and non-nodule. Ozekes et al. introduces nodule detection by calculating density value of each pixel, then rule-based lung region segmentation is performed, the Regions of Interest (ROIs) are extracted using 8-directional search. Subsequently preliminary classification is performed using Location Change Measurement and later nodules are searched using trained Genetic Algorithm from the images of ROIs in [3] . Ozekes et al. introduces the lung segmentation using Genetic Cellular Neural Network; the ROIs are extracted using 8-directional search. The nodules are detected by searching through 3D image with 3D template using convolution based filter. The Fuzzy Rule Based Thresholding is used to further refine the detected nodules in [4] . The Ye et al. introduces the 3D nodules extraction using anti-geometric diffusion, volumetric shape features, Gaussian filtering and multi-scale dot enhancement filtering. The 3D potential nodules are segmented. The 2D and 3D features are calculated from segmented nodules; the Rule-Based filtering and weighted SVM are used for Nodule classification in [5] . Retico et al. introduces the identification of the pleural region by Directional-gradient concentration (DGC) and morphological opening. The ROIs are extracted from segmented pleura region. The features are extracted and candidate nodules are classified using Feed-forward Neural Network in [6] . Sousa et al. introduces the identification of the lung parenchyma using region growing algorithm. The rolling-ball methodology is used to correct the boundaries of pleura. The region growing is used again to identify the lung nodule. The SVM is used to reduce the false positives in [7] . Lee et al. introduces the ensemble classification aided by clustering; the training dataset is classified using clustering and the nodule and non-nodules obtained from clustering are used for training of SVM in [8] . Maeda et al. introduces the usage of temporal subtraction of consecutive CT images to detect candidate nodules; the features of candidate nodules are calculated and the candidates nodules are refined using rule based feature analysis. The feature space is reduced using PCA and Artificial Neural network is used for nodule classification in [9] . Tan et al. introduces the isotropic resampling of CT image to change the resolution of image. The lung region is segmented and the nodule center is estimated using divergence of normalized gradient. The multi-scale nodule and vessel enhancement filtering is used to segment nodule clusters. The invariant, shape and regional descriptor are calculated. The mix of ANN, GA (FD-NEAT) and SVM is used for feature selection and nodule classification in [10] . Choi et al introduces the lung volume extraction using thresholding, contouring correction and morphological operation. The candidate nodules are extracted by multiple thresholding from lung volume. The extracted candidate nodules are refined. The features are extracted from candidate nodules. The Genetic Programming (GP) classifier is trained and used for the classification of nodules and non-nodules in [11] . Choi et al. introduces the hierarchical block classification approach using SVM for nodules classification. The CT image is split into blocks and the non-informative blocks are discarded. The block image is enhances and object is segmented in block image. The location of block is adjusted. The features are extracted from nodule candidate block images. The SVM is used to classify candidate nodules as nodules and non-nodules [12] .
Proposed Method
In this paper, the methodology is proposed in which the preprocessing is performed on lung CT image to segment lung volume. The preprocessing step includes thresholding, background removal, hole-filling and contour correction of lung region. The candidate nodules are extracted using multiple levels of thresholding and candidate nodules are pruned to reduce the false positives. The features are extracted from candidate nodules and required features are selected to form feature vectors. The number of candidate nodules is increased by up-sampling and ANN classifier is used for the classification of nodule and non-nodule. The block diagram of proposed 
Preprocessing
The proposed methodology is perform and evaluated on Lung Image Database Consortium Database (LIDC) [13] . The lung CT image contains values in HU (Hounsfield units). The Lung images are 3D images. Each image contains slices ranges from 100 to 250. The size of each slice is 512 by 512. The following are steps for preprocessing of Lung CT Image:
Thresholding
The HU values in each Lung CT image is ranges from -2000 HU to +2000 HU. The lung area is low density area ranging from -1000HU to -450HU, can be called as non-body area. The CT scanner area is also part of non-body area of Lung CT Image. The body area contains the surrounding of lung lobes. The lungs are in non-body area, so we threshold it at -500 HU [14] [15] [16] . The voxels value below -500HU contains lungs and voxels values above -500HU contains body area as in Equation 1. The Fig. 2 (1)
Background Removal
The Thresholded Lung CT image contains body and non-body area. The black area is body voxels and white area is non-body voxels. The non-body area contains Lung lobes and CT scanner making a cylinder around the lungs and body area. There is need to remove this cylinder. The 3D connected component approach is applied [17, 18] . The non-body component touching the sides of Lung CT image is removed and voxels values are set to background values. i.e. the value of the body voxels. The Fig. 2(c) shows the result of Background Removal.
Hole Filling of Lung Lobes
The background removed image contains holes in Lung lobe; those are either nodules or vessels. It is important to include them in the Lung lobe region. The holes are filled using the hole filling morphological operators [18, 19] . The Fig. 2(d) shows the result of Hole Filled image.
Contour Correction of Lung Image
The hole-filled Lung image may contains nodules or vessels at the border of lung lobe known as juxta-pleural. These juxta-pleural needs to be included in Lung area. Initially the lung contour is obtained and contour is corrected using chain codes [20] . The critical points are detected using Differential Chain coding. Later the required critical points are connected through straight lines in order to include the critical part at contour of lung lobe. The Fig. 2 (e) shows the result of contour corrected image.
Candidate Nodule Extraction
The 3D lung mask is obtained from preprocessing step. This lung mask is used to extract the lung volume from Lung CT. The lung volume contains both vessels and nodules. The density of nodules, vessels and lungs is different from each other. In other words, the nodules and vessels are denser than lungs. The lung volume is c 2015 NSP Natural Sciences Publishing Cor. 
Candidate Nodule Pruning
The extracted ROIs contain both nodules and vessels. The nodules in the dataset have diameter ranges from 3 mm to 30 mm. The ROIs having diameter smaller than 3 mm are ignored as noise and the ROIs having diameter greater than 30 mm are pruned as lesion/vessels. The property of elongation is used to detect the vessels in ROIs. The pruned nodules present in 3D lung image are mapped on to 2D image, shown in Fig. 3 .
Hybrid Features Extraction
The candidate nodules extracted in previous step contains both nodules and non-nodules. These candidate nodules are 3D object. The Table 1 
The mathematical expressions to calculate intensity based statistical features are given in equations 12 to 15.
Candidate Nodule Up-sampling
The Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) is a standard dataset which is used to develop and test Lung CAD systems. It consists of 84 CT Scans of different patients. The 47 Lung CT scans contain nodules; are used for experiment in this paper. The total 836 candidate nodules are obtained after pruning. The ground truth shows that there are 50 nodules and 786 non-nodules. This creates an un-balanced dataset for classification. We selected appropriate number of non-nodules dataset and then nodules are up-sampled by repeating the nodules candidate in order to make the dataset balanced. i.e. Number of nodules and non-nodules are equal.
Classification Using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
The Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) Feed-forward back propagation network is good for binary classification. The value of epochs and goal is set to 0.50 and 0.01 respectively. The 50% data is used for training of the classifier, 25% data is used for each testing and validation purpose. There is no biasness in the data. (16 -18) .
Speci f icity = T N (T N + FP) (18) 
Results and Discussion
The standard dataset LIDC is used for training and validation purpose. The Lung CT scan is 3D image. Each slice is of size 512 by 512. Each CT scan has around 150 slices and 4096 gray level values in HU. The pixel size in c 2015 NSP Natural Sciences Publishing Cor. The Table 2 shows the result of 2D Geometric features. With 50-25-25 training, testing and validation ratio, the 92.37% accuracy, 94.47% sensitivity and 90.21% specificity is achieved. The Fig. 4 [26] works for nodule 2-20 mm with sensitivity of 89.60%. The Proposed Method work for nodule size 3-30 mm with sensitivity 96.95%, that is better than the earlier techniques. The performance comparison of earlier CAD systems and proposed CAD system is represented in Table 11 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel techniques for pulmonary nodule detection from Lung CT scan. The Lung image is Thresholded, background removed, 3D connected component labeling, morphological operators, contour correction is performed to extract lung volume. c 2015 NSP Natural Sciences Publishing Cor. The nodules are extracted using multi-level thresholding. The candidate nodules are refined. The 2D and 3D geometric and intensity based statistical feature, i.e. Hybrid features are extracted. The candidate nodules are used to train Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). The classifier is tested and validated using nodules in standard dataset of LIDC. The classifier achieves the sensitivity of 96.95% with accuracy of 96.68% that is better than the existing CAD systems.
